Anyone 5 years and older may receive the COVID-19 vaccine. Individuals can directly reach out to vaccine providers. If you have questions about vaccines or need help being connected to a vaccine provider, you may call CDH's COVID-19 Information Call Center at (208) 321-2222 M-F, 9 am to 3 pm.

*Those who are 5 to 17 years old may only receive the Pfizer vaccine. It is currently the only authorized vaccine for this age group.*

Booster doses are available at pharmacies, clinics, and healthcare providers. Adults aged 18+ may consider getting a Pfizer or Moderna booster based on individual risk factors.

- Those eligible for a single booster dose of the Pfizer and Moderna COVID-19 vaccine are those who received their second dose of the vaccine at least six months ago. Those eligible for a single booster dose of the Johnson & Johnson (Janssen) COVID-19 vaccine are those who received the vaccine at least two or more months ago.

This list is updated as changes occur. Neither proof of eligibility nor a prescription is required, and all doses of the vaccine are free of charge to the person getting the booster dose.
Anyone 5 years and older may receive the COVID-19 vaccine. Individuals can directly reach out to vaccine providers. If you have questions about vaccines or need help being connected to a vaccine provider, you may call CDH’s COVID-19 Information Call Center at (208) 321-2222 M-F, 9 am to 3 pm.

*Those who are 5 to 17 years old may only receive the Pfizer vaccine. It is currently the only authorized vaccine for these age group.*

**Booster doses are available at pharmacies, clinics, and healthcare providers. Adults aged 18+ may consider getting a Pfizer or Moderna booster based on individual risk factors.**

- Those eligible for a single booster dose of the Pfizer and Moderna COVID-19 vaccine are those who received their second dose of the vaccine at least six months ago. Those eligible for a single booster dose of the Johnson & Johnson (Janssen) COVID-19 vaccine are those who received the vaccine at least two or more months ago.

*This list is updated as changes occur. Neither proof of eligibility nor a prescription is required, and all doses of the vaccine are free of charge to the person getting the booster dose.*

---

**Family Health Care | Ada County**
1075 N. Curtis Rd. #100, Boise | (208) 377-5166
Link to main website
To make an appointment, call (208) 377-5166 to speak with a FHC representative.

**Family Medicine Health Center | Ada County**
Multiple Locations
Link to vaccine information page
If you are a current Family Medicine Health Center (FMRI) patient, visit the link referenced above to learn how to schedule an appointment.

**Fred Meyer | Ada County**
Multiple Locations
Link to vaccine information page
Those without access to technology, call 1-866-211-5320 to speak with a representative about vaccine information and scheduling an appointment. *Federal allocations received may vary.*

**Garden Valley Family Medicine | Boise County**
856 Banks Lowman Rd., Garden Valley | (208) 809-1492
To make an appointment, call (208) 809-1492 to speak with a GVFM representative.

**Kaylor Family Medicine | Ada County**
2536 N. Stokesberry Pl., Meridian | (208) 855-0880
Link to main website
To make an appointment, call (208) 855-0880 to speak with a KFM representative.

**Medicap Pharmacy | Ada & Boise Counties**
Multiple Locations
Link to main website
To make an appointment, please visit the link referenced above. Call (208) 288-1496 for the Meridian location or (208) 901-8006 for the Garden Valley location. Pfizer is only available at the Meridian location.

**Micron Family Health Center | Ada County**
8000 S. Federal Way, Boise | (208) 368-5656
To make an appointment, call (208) 368-5656 to speak with a MFHC representative.

**Preventative Health | Ada County**
1079 S. Ancona, Suite 100, Eagle | (208) 853-2273
Link to main website
To make an appointment, call (208) 853-2273 to speak with a Preventative Health representative.

**Primary Health Medical Group | Ada County**
Multiple Locations
Link to vaccine information page
To make an appointment, please visit the link referenced above. Patients may call (208) 985-1498 to schedule an appointment for the Janssen vaccine.

**Ridley's Family Markets | Ada County**
Multiple Locations
Link to vaccine information page
To make an appointment, please visit the link referenced above.

---

**VACCINE KEY**
Pfizer  
Moderna  
Janssen

Please note that this list of COVID-19 vaccine locations is subject to change.
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Information continues
Anyone 5 years and older may receive the COVID-19 vaccine. Individuals can directly reach out to vaccine providers. If you have questions about vaccines or need help being connected to a vaccine provider, you may call CDH’s COVID-19 Information Call Center at (208) 321-2222 M-F, 9 am to 3 pm.

*Those who are 5 to 17 years old may only receive the Pfizer vaccine. It is currently the only authorized vaccine for these age group.*

Booster doses are available at pharmacies, clinics, and healthcare providers. Adults aged 18+ may consider getting a Pfizer or Moderna booster based on individual risk factors.

- Those eligible for a single booster dose of the Pfizer and Moderna COVID-19 vaccine are those who received their second dose of the vaccine at least six months ago. Those eligible for a single booster dose of the Johnson & Johnson (Janssen) COVID-19 vaccine are those who received the vaccine at least two or more months ago.

This list is updated as changes occur. Neither proof of eligibility nor a prescription is required, and all doses of the vaccine are free of charge to the person getting the booster dose.

**Saint Alphonsus Health System | Ada & Elmore Counties**
Multiple Locations
Link to vaccine information page
To make an appointment, please visit the link reference above.

**Saltzer Health | Ada County**
Multiple Locations
Link to vaccine information page
To make an appointment, please visit the link reference above and choose a preferred location for available appointments.

**Sawtooth Family Medicine | Ada County**
2320 E. Gala St. Suite 400, Meridian | (208) 922-7982
Link to main website
Online scheduling is for current patients only.

**St. Luke's Health System | Ada, Elmore & Valley Counties**
Multiple Locations
Link to vaccine information page
If you are a St. Luke's patient, please click here to sign up for a myChart account. If you have never used St. Luke's services, please call (208) 381-9000 to set up an account. Those who cannot use myChart may call St. Luke's Connect at (208) 381-9500 to set up an appointment.

**Walgreens | Ada County**
Multiple Locations
Link to vaccine information page
To make an appointment, please visit the link referenced above.
*Federal allocations received may vary.

**Walmart | Ada & Elmore Counties**
Multiple Locations
Link to vaccine information page
To make an appointment, please visit the link referenced above.
*Federal allocations received may vary.

**Terry Reilly Health Services | Ada County**
300 S. 23rd St., Boise | (208) 318-1326
Link to vaccine information page
To make an appointment, call (208) 318-1326 to speak with a Terry Reilly representative.

**VACCINE KEY**
Pfizer
Moderna
Janssen

Please note that this list of COVID-19 vaccine locations is subject to change.
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